


~ FIRST LOOK DEPT. I 
Dressed to thrill-Mr. Norm's Garage 
rolls out the 2012 Hemi Charger GSS. 
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Red caliper covers give the appearance of big-buck Brembo brakes at a fraction of the cost. Factory binders are adequate on the RIT. 
Carbon fiber cove insert (Mr. Norm calls them "door extractors," although they don't extract anything) are more ZR1 Corvette inspired 
than the inserts on the concept Dodge Red Line Charger. Hotchkis Performance suspension lowers car front and rear. 

that's virtually overnight. A host 
of vendors from suspension 
specialists to body parts fabricators 
had to physically receive the car, 
learn what was new about the 
current model, take measurements 
and tool up parts for production. 

Take Hotchkis, for example. 
To lower the car (1 %" front/1 "/,s'' 
rear) it's usually just a matter of 
swapping in new springs, shocks 
and swaybars. But the '11 Charger 
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Hood inserts or "extractors" are carbon 
fiber as is the grille insert. All are stick-on 
items so you needn't have to pick up a 
drill or a screwdriver to install. 

has new computer-controlled self-leveling 
(air) shocks. Lower the car and the computer 
jacks it up to the original ride height. A hectic 
search found that Bilstein had a pair of rear 
shocks (non-self-leveling) to replace the 
stock units. Heavier 'bars also are installed. 

The Charger R/T still packs the 5.7L Hemi, 
as the 6.4L SRT8 version won't be available 
in Charger until model year 2012. So why 
no blower on the 5.7? Up until now, Kenne 
Bell and other supercharger makers have 
been able to hack the factory software on the 
'08-'1 O Gen 3 Hemis so their hardware will 
work with the tweaked factory electronics. 
But some horsepower junkies were 
overdoing it, and boosting the power beyond 
recommended levels. Ka-Boom! This hasn't 
plagued only Chrysler. Ford, for example, 
had a bunch of their truck diesels blown up 
as a result of the extreme boost and resultant 
power hikes achieved by some aftermarket 
turbo systems. And there are programs that 
wipe the memory from the factory computer, 

Underhood carbon fiber dress-ups include engine shroud, core support filler and fuse 
box cover. Package includes cool air intake and TTi cat-back exhaust. Supercharger and 
performance tunes are in the works. 

20-inch Viper-style wheels carry Pirelli 
Scorpion Zero Assimetrico Tires Front: 
265/45ZR20; Rear: 295/40ZR20. 

so there's no telltale codes to rat you out 
when you bring your basket case back to the 
dealer for warranty repair. 

In response, Chrysler has come up with 

new software for their electronics module, 
possibly even encrypting some of the 
language. But fear not, Kenne Bell and others 
are hard at work at cracking the new codes. 
So the blowers will come. Once they do, the 
6.4L SRT8 Charger GSS will be available 
in HP', HP2 and HP3 configurations-just 
like the corresponding GSS Challengers. 
These driveline-beefed, pump-gas mild
mannered everyday drivers will come with 
corresponding proof of performance 11-, 
10-, and 9-second timeslips. That's right-a 
fully streetable 9-second HP3 Charger GSS 
with plenty of zoom for the family. 

In the meantime, the GSS visuals certainly 
will set you apart from the pack. It's all cool 
stuff and easy to install-just peel and stick, 
no drilling required. A special 3M prep and 
double-sided tape gives you one chance to 
get it right. Or let a pro do it 'cause it's on for 
life-straight or crooked. 

All the body mods-hood and door 
cove inserts, grille insert and rear spoiler 
come in either carbon fiber or lesser-priced 
composite which allows painting to match 
the body. Although final pricing hasn't yet 
been formulated, it looks like the appearance 
package alone, including Viper-styled wheels 
at about a couple of hundred apiece, should 
be pretty reasonable. The package shown 
here also includes the Hotchkis suspension 
deal, TTi cat-back exhaust, cool air intake, 
underhood carbon fiber pieces and a Katzkin 
custom leather interior. 'Course you can 
always just pick what you like. As far as 
driveline upgrades, we'd wait for the factory 
SRT8 as a starting point for a blower setup. 
But once the factory codes are cracked, 
you'll be able to get several levels of tune 
with or without the supercharger. Just dial 
in the level you can spend without wrecking 
your marriage. Talk about 4-door fun, it 
doesn't get any better. For more info, check 
out www.mrnormsgarage.com or give 'em a 
call at 727-869-9533. * 
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